Print Resources

The resources below are divided by subheadings. This list is not meant to be exhaustive, but these selected works are available through many major libraries. Their bibliographies will yield many additional references.

Ẹdo Traditional Culture and Art


**Edo History and Archaeology**


**Ẹdo Religion**


The 1897 Invasion and Analysis of its Aftermath


Allman, R. “With the Punitive Expedition to Benin City.” The Lancet (July 3, 1897): 43-44.


Post-1897 Benin Art


Northern Ìdo connections with Benin

Borgatti, Jean. “Age grades, masquerades and leadership among the Northern Edo.” *African Arts* 16 (1, 1982): 36-51; 96.


Yoruba connections


Fagg, William. “A Bronze Figure in Ife Style at Benin.” *Man* 50 (June, 1950): 69-70.


Igbo connections with Benin


**Niger Delta connections with Benin (Itèkiri, Urhobo, Isoko)**


**African American connections with Benin**


